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Abstract— Current automated guided vehicle (AGV)
technology typically provides material handling flow along
single or dual opposing-flow lanes in manufacturing and
distribution facilities. An AGV stops for most any obstacle that
may be in its path which then halts other AGVs behind it until
the obstacle is removed. An alternative to serial AGV flow is to
provide parallel flow in particular areas, such as buffer zones
and appropriate lanes where a stopped AGV can be passed by
other AGVs. This paper describes two obstacle detection and
avoidance (ODA) methods developed and tested. These
methods will allow current off-the-shelf AGVs to advance
towards unstructured environment navigation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Automated guided vehicle (AGV) technology has been
used since 1953 [1] for material handling in manufacturing
and distribution facilities. Tug-, unit-load-, and forklift-style
AGVs are readily available with typical onboard low-level
control of drive, steer, position sensing, guidance sensing,
obstacle detection, emergency stop and automatic restart, and
start/stop controls among other capabilities.
Today,
occurrence handling, for example when an obstacle is
detected in the vehicle path, is mostly handled locally by the
onboard safety sensors – two dimensional (2D), laser
detection and ranging (LADAR) sensors – that directly
control the vehicle to slow and/or stop via direct electrical
connection to the drive amplifiers. Non-contact and/or
contact (bumpers) safety sensors are mandatory onboard
AGVs, according to the American National Standards
Institute/Industrial Truck Standards Development Foundation
(ANSI/ITSDF) B56.5 [2] AGV safety standard, where
sensors must provide low-level stop capability prior to the
AGV structure contacting an obstacle.
Typically, centralized [3] off-board higher-level
controllers command AGVs through wireless communication
that provides waypoint positions, segment information
between waypoints, navigation method and handling, traffic
management (e.g., admittance into or decline movement into
a particular facility zone), etc. Many AGVs navigate by
triangulating laser-based detection of reflectors mounted on
walls, resulting in centimeter or smaller repeatability. The
AGV movement along segments is programmed into the
controller with knowledge of speed, steer method (e.g.,
Ackerman or quad-steer), onboard equipment adjustment,
etc., from one waypoint to the next. Segment information is
sent to the onboard AGV controller, typically as the AGV
approaches upcoming segments. This ensures that the AGV
does not have the entire facility navigation plan that may be
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uninterruptable and that forces the AGV to follow without
updates.
AGVs transporting material usually travel along single or
dual, opposing-direction lanes. Therefore, when an AGV
halts for an obstacle in its path, it serially stops the flow of
other AGVs behind it until the obstacle is removed on its
own (e.g., a person walking) or by an AGV supervisor (e.g., a
piece of broken pallet dropped in the lane). Workers can
anticipate AGV flow in known directions and lanes and at
known rates. This method of material handling flow provides
intuitive movement for nearby workers and operations.
However, this method potentially slows production rates and
may require more or faster vehicles to achieve the continuous
material flow rates desired by the facility owner. Obstacle
detection and avoidance using mobile robot systems is well
known in the literature, as a simple internet search illustrates.
However, this is not so for AGVs, where only two instances
in our search provided examples. One AGV company stated
“autonomous navigation provides increased responsiveness,
operational flexibility, and improved material flow.” [4]
Another company demonstrated a floor cleaning robot that
navigates around an obstacle in an open area. [5]
The National Institute of Standards and Technology’s
(NIST) Smart Manufacturing Program has been researching
AGV control for developing safety and performance test
methods for several years [6, 7, 8]. NIST mobile autonomous
vehicle research has investigated performance of obstacle
detection algorithms and sensors with respect to standard test
pieces, human forms, and overhanging obstacles to foster
more intelligently controlled AGVs. Past AGV controls
research was enabled through open-source controls and
algorithms developed by NIST.
Recently, NIST procured an industrial AGV with stock
controls for developing performance metrics and test
methods for mobile robots within smart manufacturing
facilities. These newer manufacturing settings may have
minimal infrastructure, with humans working in close
proximity to robots, and may require AGVs to carry
advanced onboard equipment such as robotic arms. Using
existing technology to conduct this research dramatically
reduces the risk to current AGV users and manufacturers.
The 2025 Material Handling and Logistics Roadmap suggests
that “as confidence in algorithms increases, many routine and
even complex decisions will be turned over and automated”
and “real-time optimization algorithms for dynamic control
of logistics systems should be developed and widely used.”
[9] Detecting and avoiding obstacles may be considered
complex for some in the industry, although it directs them
towards future unstructured environment navigation even
with their current systems.

Currently, AGVs typicallly have closed-source proprietary
ccontrols. NIS
ST is investigaating whether current, comm
mercial
ooff-the-shelf ((COTS) AGV
Vs could be coontrolled to peerform
w
with greater flexibility, such as adaapting to chaanging
eenvironments,, and if so, hoow well they perform.
p
Shouuld the
A
AGV adapt apppropriately, ooverall factoryy performance would
bbenefit, for example, throough enabling parallel m
material
hhandling AGV
V flow, where a stopped AG
GV or obstaclee could
bbe passed by other AGVs iin buffer zonees or adjacent lanes.
P
Providing a ccentralized traaffic manager with knowleddge of
A
AGV intent too pass obstaclles or other A
AGVs is an obbvious
iissue that wass only briefly aaddressed in reecent NIST reesearch
aand left for futture research.
This paper describes two obstacle detection and avoiidance
m
methods deveeloped and tessted at NIST using an inddustrial
A
AGV and coontroller. Onne method ussed alternativee prepplanned pathss drawn on a layout tool offline. Thee other
m
method planned paths arounnd obstacles after
a
the positiions of
oobstacles werre detected dduring run-tim
me. Multiple AGV
ccontrol is briefly discussed, followedd by perform
mance
m
measurementss compared to ground truth.
II. AGV
V OBSTACLE D
DETECTION AN
ND AVOIDANCE
E
ALG
GORITHMS
A
A. Using Predetermined Paaths
An obstaccle detection and avoidancce algorithm, called
oobst_avoid, w
was written annd implementted using an N
NDC8
ttransport struccture [10]. Thhis algorithm was executedd when
tthe onboard ssafety sensor sslow field (dettection area causing
tthe AGV to slow speed) detected an obstacle
o
in itss main
ssegment or path
p
(in this case straight ahead). Pathhs are
ddefined in a layout appplication desiggner, similar to a
ccomputer aideed design (CA
AD) software system, that ddefines
tthe AGV pathhs and stop poiints. Upon obbstacle detectioon, the
m
modified conttroller uses this information to redirect thee AGV
tto a new, preddetermined paath positioned to drive arouund the
oobstacle. Thee obstacle avoidance path can be an addjacent
A
AGV lane orr a buffer arrea used for this option. The
ffollowing strrawman contrrol algorithm
m includes obbstacle
ddetection, avooidance, and high level AGV
A
controller alert
w
when more thhan one AGV is being used in the same faacility.
T
The followingg outline desccribes how thhe algorithm works
w
when the AG
GV detects ann obstacle in its path, wheere the
w
waypoint num
mbers used in tthe algorithm are shown in Figure
1 (a). Figuree 1 (a) also shhows the AG
GV path, pointts, and
oobstacle.
1.
22.

33.
44.

Drive allong typical path from point 1 too 6 predeterm
mined points.
Safety sensor detects aan obstacle (reed dot marks detect
location) in the path wiithin the slow
w field detectioon area
when the AGV is between point 1 annd point 2. Sloow the
AGV.
Send obsttacle detect allert to the highh level AGV ccontrol
system (H
HL-AGVS) (iif there are otther vehicles in the
same faciility/zone) of aan obstacle in the path.
Vehicle control
c
receivees a reply from
m HL-AGVS,, of no
approachiing AGVs – clear adjacennt lane or obstacle-

passing area,, to move from
m segment 1--2 to point 6 vvia
point 4.
5. Future optioon: Continuoously monitorr with onboaard
safety sensorrs that the lanne/area is cleaar. Method: U
Use
raw sensor ddata to determiine if obstaclees are in the paath
and to plan well in advaance of the A
AGV slow field
detection areea.
6. Left/right craab or steer innto approachinng lane or clear
area, from seegment 1-2 to ppoint 5 via seggment 3-4.
7. Drive past obstacle.
o
Futture option: ddetect using siide
and rear sensing that the obstacle has been
b
passed aand
that the AGV
V lane is clear to reenter.
8. Right/left steeer/crab into original AGV lane towarrds
point 6 via seegment 4-5.
9. Continue on to previously commanded ggoal (point 6)
10. End.
N
Note: If the obstacle
o
was detected whenn the AGV was
w
betw
ween points 2 and 3, the veehicle would still move aloong
segm
ment 3-4 beccause the AG
GV has not reeached the next
segm
ment choice (3-5
(
or 3-4) However,
H
if tthe obstacle was
w
deteected after poinnt 3 or beyondd, the vehicle would
w
stop usiing
the safety sensor sstop field deteection and conttrol.

a

b

F
Figure 1 – (a) AGV
V path, points and obstacle for straawman algorithm
m
deveelopment. (b) Layyout application pplan showing the ppredetermined AG
GV
paaths (blue). The sstraight vertical paath is the commannded path. The red
triiangle is the start location; the greeen spot is the obstacle; violet arrow
ws
show the obbstacle avoidancee path; the grid siize is 1 m.

The experimeental results frrom several trrials showed thhat
the obst_avoid coontrol using a layout applicaation (see Figuure
1 (bb)) and algoritthm performeed well: the A
AGV was ablee to
avoid an obstaclee detected usinng its safety sslow field sensor
by ffollowing a nnewly-commannded path to drive
d
around tthe
obsttacle. Figure 1 (b) shows the paths direectly through tthe
obsttacle and arouund the obstaccle. No emerrgency stop was
w
requuired or autom
matically occurrred and the A
AGV reached tthe
poinnt 6.
The algorithm
m did not cauuse the vehiclle to stop at tthe
beginning of eacch obstacle avvoidance start point, therefo
fore
ffic flow contiinued. Howevver, when no obstacle wass in
traff

tthe path, the AGV hesitatted at each start point. This
T
is
bbecause the vvehicle was prrogrammed too stop at each point,
w
wait for data on whether thhere was an oobstacle aheadd, time
ffor data to reach the trafficc manager, annd then time ffor the
ttraffic manageer to respondd with the ‘goo-ahead’ to thhe next
ppoint. The vvehicle could have been pprogrammed to go
tthrough multipple points witthout stoppingg, but then obsstacles
w
would not havve been avoideed. It is possibble that this dooes not
ooccur with alll AGVs, althoough if so, thiis control metthod is
ddisruptive to AGV movem
ment. Other problems witth this
m
method includde:
1. Only ttwo alternativee paths are coonsidered. It m
may be
tthat both pathhs are blockeed by obstaclees and a thirdd path
m
might allow thhe AGV to succcessfully avoiid the obstaclee.
2. Commuunications delaays and the lim
mited range at which
aan AGV could reliably detect an obstaclle limit the sppeed at
w
which the A
AGV could bee traveling w
when it deteccts the
oobstacle in order to switcch to the alteernative path before
rreaching the ppoint that the tw
wo paths diverrge.
3. More work is reqquired of thee AGV installler to
ccalculate and verify the largge number off possible alterrnative
ppaths ahead oof time. A sm
maller numberr of paths couuld be
ccalculated, buut that would reduce the nuumber of placces an
oobstacle couldd be detected aand successfullly avoided.
As such, a different type of obsttacle detectioon and
aavoidance algorithm was reesearched usingg B-Splines deetailed
iin the followinng section.
B
B. Using B-Sp
Spline Paths
The vendoor of the contrroller for our A
AGV sells an option
tto allow the A
AGV to acceptt external pathhs during run-ttime at
tthe start of a segment. Paaths are drawnn off-line usinng the
ssame tool as shown in Figgure 1 except some segmennts are
m
marked as “exxternal”. The entire layout, w
which could innclude
bboth normal and external segments, is downloaded to the
vvehicle. A Transmission
T
C
Control Protoccol (TCP) servver on
tthe vehicle alllows third-paarty applicationns, such as thhe one
ddeveloped at N
NIST for our experiments, to monitor thhe state
oof the vehiclee over a wirelless network to know whhen the
vvehicle is appproaching a seegment markedd as external. The
tthird party appplication can tthen send a list of up to 20 ccontrol
ppoints (X, Y llocations) overr that same TC
CP connectionn to be
uused to generaate a B-spline tthat the vehiclle will then folllow.
There are ttwo significannt restrictions:
1. As witth most comm
manded segmeents, the splinee must
aalso start at thhe original layoout start positiion for that seegment
aand end at thee original layouut end positionn. The algorithhm can
rreplan up untiil the start of thhe blocked seggment as the ffacility
ssensors proviide continuouus obstacle poosition inform
mation.
H
However, if thhe end point of that segmeent is blocked by an
oobstacle but soome further pooint in the layoout would havve been
rreachable, no replanning is performed since the endd-point
ccannot be byppassed. In othher words, thhe algorithm ccannot
rreplan to the final
f
goal becaause the end pooint is blockedd by an
oobstacle, nor ccan it replan too some segmeent-start closerr to the
ggoal.
2. The sppline cannot bee changed afteer the vehicle bbegins
ffollowing it. T
This means thhat new sensoor data on thee size,

shappe, and/or possition of the obbstacles obtainned as the spline
is bbeing or has already been executed cannnot be used to
rediirect the vehiccle around thee obstacles. H
However, shouuld
the obstacle movee into the new spline AGV ppath, the onboaard
V safety sensoor will still funnction normallly and slow/sttop
AGV
the vehicle prior tto contact withh the obstacle.
The NIST S
Spline Generator consists of two parrts:
obsttacle detectioon and path planning. Obbstacle detectiion
readds raw data froom two externnal (i.e., not onn the AGV) laaser
linee scanners. A single laser line scanner can provide an
estim
mate of the poosition of the ffront of obstaccles but since tthe
obsttacles are onlyy seen from oone side, the size and shapee of
the back side woould be unknoown. Thereforre, we used tw
wo
measure the siize and shapee of the obstaccle.
linee scanners to m
Figuure 2 shows pphotos of the ffacility layout,, AGV, obstaccle,
and one of the line scanners. More line sccanners could be
c
a largeer area. The scanners were
usedd to better cover
mouunted, with vaariable height,, to posts set on the floor aand
usedd to scan in a horizontal pplane a few innches above tthe
flooor. Since the scanners deteect obstacles oonly in a single
planne a few inchees from the flooor, they can ddetect things suuch
as thhe legs of a taable or ladder.. Other line sccanners could be
mouunted on a mootorized tilt orr a 3D sensor could be usedd to
deteect higher or ooverhanging obbstacles.

Line
scanner
Obstacle
AGV

Figure 2 showss photos of the faccility layout, AGV
V, obstacle and linne
scannners.

U
Using externaal sensors ratheer than sensorss mounted on tthe
AGV
V has several advantages beecause externaal sensors:
1. Can
C be used to provide inform
mation for muultiple AGVs.
2. Can
C be placed so that obstacles can be dettected from moore
thhan one directiion.
3. Can
C be changeed without moodifying the A
AGV, adding aany
addditional weigght, drawing power, and/oor changing tthe
foootprint of thhe AGV (i.e.., sensor on an AGV couuld
prrotrude from tthe vehicle cauusing a potentiial hazard).
4. Uncertainty
U
in the position oof the vehicle does not addd to
unncertainty in tthe position off the obstacless. Unfortunateely,
allthough the vvehicle wouldd seem to haave an accurrate
poosition estimaate of the AGV
V for use inteernally, this dooes
noot appear to be available for third paarty applicatioons
thhrough the TC
CP connection previously diiscussed. Evenn if
itt were availaable, unexpeccted delays inn receiving tthe
poosition could result in erroors in the possition associatted
w the obstaclle.
with
The primary ddisadvantage of mounting tthe line scannners
throoughout the faacility is that iff there is a larrge area to covver
and only a few AGVs, then moounting the sennsors to the rooom

w
will require m
more sensors thhan using a sensor mountedd to the
vvehicle. Ideallly, safety linee scanners thaat are typicallyy used
ffor detectingg and slowinng/stopping the vehicle when
oobstacles are in the vehiclee path would aalso provide reelative
pposition inform
mation of obsstacles beyondd the slow annd stop
zzones. Todayy, there are succh sensors avaailable in the m
market.
T
To use this feaature would reequire simultanneous AGV poosition
aand relative oobstacle positioon to the AGV
V from the onnboard
lline scanners aand a filter to only detect obbstacles in thee AGV
ppath.
Figure 3 shows a graaphical displaay of the obbstacle
ddetection proogram.
Thee obstacle deetection filterrs out
bbackground points,
p
throughh use of a simpler set off fixed
bboundaries, coorresponding tto the walls and
a fixed equiipment
tthat the motioon planner willl avoid. Filterring out these points
rreduces the coomputational w
work-load for the
t planner.
The range points from tthe line scannners are converrted to
22D points in the room usiing the calibraated position of the
ssensor and thhen grouped so that the plaanner only neeeds to
ddeal with a raather small seet of obstacles. It also filteers out
ddynamic obstaacles or obstaccles that have not remainedd at the
ssame positionn for the last five
f
seconds. It generally makes
m
more sense too wait for dynaamic obstacles, such as peoople or
oother vehicless, to move outt of the way tthan to plan aaround
tthem. It is impportant to undderstand that thhe AGV still hhas the
ooriginal safetyy system runnning unaffectted by the obbstacle
aavoidance sysstem. That saffety system, aand not the obbstacle
ddetection systtem, is responnsible for stoppping the vehicle to
pprevent injuryy to people or eequipment.

5. Whether
W
the seegment will bbe performed iin crab mode or
noot.
6. The
T dimensionss of the vehiclle’s footprint. This
T includes tthe
diistance from tthe commandeed point to thee farthest pointt in
frront of the vvehicle that aan obstacle could
c
trigger an
em
mergency stopp, as well as the distancess to the farthhest
pooints to the reaar of the vehiccle and to eachh side.
The planningg algorithm iss based on thhe common A
A*
g
represennt candidate X
X,Y
searrch where the nodes in the graph
conttrol point locaations and thee edges are weeight costs bassed
on the
t distance bbetween the pooints. Edges are
a only addedd if
the spline betweeen the two poiints could be traveled withoout
any part of the veehicle's foot prrint entering ann obstacle raddius
or ccrossing a bounndary.
The algorithm
m uses two lists of points. O
One list contaains
unoopened planneer points whosse reachabilityy from the sttart
locaation is unknoown. The otheer list containns opened poiints
thatt are reachablee from the startt location and have at least oone
unteested potentiaal next point. The unopenned list initiaally
conttains the goal point and poinnts strategically placed arouund
eachh obstacle or bboundary. Thee opened list iinitially contaains
onlyy the start possition. Each pooint also has aan associated list
of uuntested next ppoints. For the start point, tthis is initializzed
withh a copy of thee unopened pooints list.
A loop is repeeated until eithher a path to tthe goal is fouund
(seee Figure 4) or there are no m
more points onn the opened llist.
Witthin the loopp, the best ppoint on the opened list is
deteermined as thee point with thhe lowest valuee of the heurisstic
funcction. The heuuristic functionn is the distancce of the shorttest
obsttacle-free patth found so far to that point plus tthe
minnimum over all untested nexxt points of thee distance to thhat
poinnt plus the distance to the gooal from that ppoint. The path
from
m the best pooint from the open list to tthe best untestted
nextt point from tthe list for thaat point is checked. The cheeck
deteermines if an oobstacle or booundary wouldd be encounterred
by tthe area sweptt out by the AG
GV while movving between tthe
twoo points.
tessted paths not
reachhing a waypoint

eend
Figure 3: G
Graphical Display of Obstacle Detecction program: redd lines
show range data from one line scaanner, blue lines shhow range data frrom the
with two concentricc purple
other line scannerr, the detected obsstacle is shown w
circles

Path plannning takes the following
f
as innput:
1. List of obsstacles detecteed from the ccurrent sensorr data.
Each obstaccle is associateed with an X, Y center pointt and a
radius.
22. List of bounndaries drawn off-line by haand using the rroom’s
CAD drawiing. Each bounndary is associated with twoo X, Y
locations for the two end ppoints of the line segment.
33. The start position
p
and oorientation foor the next exxternal
segment.
44. The end poosition and oorientation forr the next exxternal
segment.

obsstacle

startt
testeed paths reachingg
waypoints

Figure 4: Plot sshowing the plannned AGV path (blaack line) and testeed
patths (gray lines to no
n point) around an
a obstacle. The w
white and dark graay
filledd boxes are the A
AGV at the start annd end points and the yellow boxes are
m
along the plaanned path.
the sweep off the AGV as it moves

If no obstaclees or boundariies would be encountered, tthe
poinnt last tested iis added to thee list of openeed points and tthe
poinnts on the unoopened list coppied to the list of untested next
poinnts for the point
p
being aadded to the opened list. In
addition, if the teest succeeds annd the last poiint was the gooal,
the loop can be ended
e
with succcess. Regardlless of the ressult
of tthe check, thee point is rem
moved from thhe untested next
poinnts for the first point taken ffrom the open list and this will
w

rresult in a chhange in its aassociated heuuristic value. If the
uuntested next ppoints are now
w empty, the fiirst point is rem
moved
ffrom the openned list and iff that makes thhe opened listt itself
eempty, the looop is ended in ffailure.
Psuedo code:
unopened__list ← [ goal + points arounnd each obstaccle and
bboundary ]
start_pointt.untested_nexxt_points ← coopy(unopened__list)
opened_lisst ← [ start point ]
while openned_list is not empty :
best_opened ← find_bbest_point(openned_list)
←
best_nexxt
ffind_best_poinnt(best_opened.untested_next_points)
if test(best_opened,besst_next) is ok :
b
best_nnext.prev ← best_opened
←
best_nnext.untested_nnext_points
ccopy(unopeneed_list)
openedd_list ← [ opeened_list + besst_next ]
if best__next is goal :
end the loop , we found the pathh to the goal
best_opened.untested__next_points.reemove(best_neext)
unopenedd_list.remove((best_next)
if best_oppened.untestedd_next_points is empty :
openedd_list.remove((best_opened)
if openned_list is emppty :
end the loop, failuure no path to tthe goal
The test innvolves generrating a seriess of polygonss for a
m
move and thhen testing eeach boundarry and obstaccle to
ddetermine if a boundary haas either end ppoint in the poolygon
oor intersects aany edge of thee polygon or aan obstacle is within
aany polygon oor closer to anny edge than its radius. Figgure 6
sshows a screenn snapshot of the resulting aalgorithm plannning a
ppath around oobstacles in thhe AGV path detected by ffacility
lline scanners.
The algoriithm makes seeveral assumpttions that mayy cause
tthe path foundd to be less thaan optimal or to fail to find a path
eeven when one was availablle.
1. It only conssiders the finitte list of pointss added to the initial
unopened pooint list.
22. It will not ccheck whether a point coulld be reachedd if the
starting orieentation weree different. T
There may bee more
than one waay to reach thhe same point and thereforee more
than one orrientation the vehicle wouldd have at that point,
however thee tests to next points will asssume the orienntation
that would rresult from thee first path fouund to that poinnt.

Figure 5: Graphical ooutput of path plannner, starting foottprint of the AGV
V is
w
the goal posiition is dark grey rectangle. Yellow
w rectangles show the
in white,
arrea swept out as thhe AGV would traavel, blue curve shhows the resultingg
spliine, orange circless represent obstaclles

Figgure 6: (top-left too bottom-right) Seeries of snapshots showing the AGV
V
pperforming obstaccle detection and aavoidance using thhe spline method.

III. MULTIPLLE VEHICLES
Although we only have onne test AGV, the
t effect of oone
AGV
V's obstacle aavoidance on oother AGV is known to be an
impportant issue. A feature caalled “Exclusiive Tracks” was
w
added to preventt AGVs from approaching each other froom
diffferent directionns that likely result in bothh AGVs sensiing
the other and goinng into E-Stopp mode. Withh this option, oone
AGV
V is given ppriority. The ppath that it ssweeps out addds
bouundaries that will
w be consideered in planninng the path of tthe
otheer AGV. Figgure 7 shows the effect off both with aand
withhout the “Excllusive Tracks”” feature enabled.

T
The path show
wn in Figure 5 was computeed in 54 ms (oon an 8
ccore x 2.6 Ghz laptop). Figgure 6 shows a series of snaapshots
oof the AGV pperforming obbstacle avoidannce using the spline
m
method.

a

Figure 10 show
ws the comparrison of the avverage deviatioons
of tthe six runs fo
for the small aand large obsttacle. The errror
barss indicated onee standard devviation of the aaverage. As seeen
in F
Figure 10, the magnitude annd variability oof the deviatioons
are greater for thhe large obstaacle. Excludinng the turns, tthe
m
averrage deviationn for the smalll obstacle is lless than 10 mm
and 40 mm for tthe large obsttacle. The maaximum averaage
mm and 170 m
mm for the sm
mall
deviations on the turns are 65 m
and large obstaclee, respectivelyy.
b
Figure 7: (a) Onee AGV plan to thee right over anothher AGVs plan to tthe left
shows conflictingg areas of the pathh since the "Excluusive Tracks" optiion was
not selected. (b) The
T same setup ass in (a) with the "E
Exclusive Tracks"" option
enabled causing tthe AGV moving to the left to avoidd the conflicting aarea and
reduce the chhances of an E-STOP.

IV. ALGOR
RITHM PERFOR
RMANCE COMP
PARED TO GRO
OUND
TRUTH
Upon deveelopment of thhe algorithm, the performaance of
tthe algorithm was evaluatedd in an experiiment where gground
ttruth measureements were oobtained from
m a laser trackker. It
w
was intended here to mainnly compare tthe best fit ppath to
gground truth, not
n the interpoolated b-splinee curve at turnss. The
llaser tracker had
h an uncerttainty of 18 µ
µm at 12 m too track
A
AGV motion (see Figure 88). An SMR (spherical moounted
rretroreflector) was placed onn top of the A
AGV above thee AGV
ccenter. The A
AGV center w
was defined ass the centroid of the
ffour AGV whheels. The plaanar motions of
o the AGV, w
with an
oobstacle (smalll or large) in iits path, were compared to gground
ttruth measurem
ments.

The commandded points are control pointss for the b-spline.
Conntrol points aree typically thee exact stop orr cross points for
AGV
Vs using currrent AGV pathh planners. H
However, conttrol
poinnts for a b-spliine determine the shape of tthe curve but are
not necessarily exxpected to lie oon the curve. T
These deviatioons
indiicate neither a flaw in the algorithm that generated tthe
conttrol-points noor in the low
wer level sooftware/hardware
respponsible for foollowing the cuurve. This b-sppline effect is nnot
relaated to obstaclee avoidance, bbut only to thee tightness of tthe
curvve and the innherent charaacteristics of b-splines. The
T
perfformance meeasurement method provved useful to
undderstand the eeffect and thee distance froom the b-spline
wayypoints to the actual path foollowed by thhe AGV (i.e., tthe
inteerpolated b-sppline). Exactt (interpolatedd) points to be
crosssed by the A
AGV could bee calculated w
when using a bsplinne where thee performancee measuremennt demonstratted
mayy prove usefull and results bbetter fit the innterpolated paath,
espeecially for AGV naviggation in hiighly confinned,
unsttructured areass.

Laser tracker
Retro-reflector
Obstacle
AGV

small
oobstacle

laarge
obbstacle

Figure 8: Photo of ground truth measurement
m
systeem (laser tracker) setup.

w a small obbstacle
A set of ssix runs were performed with
aand a set of ssix runs were performed with a large obbstacle.
F
For the set of
o six runs, thhree runs were in the ‘forrward’
ddirection and tthree runs werre in the ‘reverrse’ direction. That
iis, one run waas from waypooint A to B (forrward directioon) and
tthe next run w
was from wayypoint B to A (reverse direection).
F
Figure 9a show
ws a plot of thhe ground trutth measuremennts for
oone of the sixx runs with thee small obstaclle (orange maarkers),
aand Figure 9bb shows a ploot with the larrge obstacle ((purple
m
markers). As seen in the fiigure, the largeest deviations of the
A
AGV from thhe commandeed waypoints occur at thee turns
((indicated by the
t red circles in Figure 9).

a
b
Fiigure 9: Measurem
ment results as com
mpared to groundd truth for obstaclee
dettection and avoidaance using a splinne algorithm for ruuns with a (a) smaall
obstacle and (b) llarge obstacle. Bllack ‘+’ symbols are commanded
w
waypoints. Orangge and purple ‘+’ ssymbols indicate ground
g
truth AGV
V
positions for the small and largge obstacle runs, rrespectively.

Figure 10. Comparrison of the averagge AGV deviationns from the comm
manded waypoints for a small obstaccle vs. a large obsstacle.

ACKNOWLLEDGMENT
V. CONCLUSION
Based on internet searchhes and conveersations withh AGV
iindustry reprresentatives, at least twoo companies have
pperformed obbstacle detecttion and avooidance tests using
A
AGVs.
Thhe research also found that other AGV
m
manufacturerss described traaffic managem
ment issues as a low
ppriority issue, although theyy expected thaat obstacle dettection
aand avoidancee was feasiblee using currentt sensor technnology.
N
NIST concluddes from past research withh mobile roboots and
tthe 2025 Maaterial Handlinng and Logisstics Roadmaap that
ffuture benefits to the inndustry for pperforming obbstacle
ddetection and avoidance woould allow: inccreased produuctivity
ffor users, peerhaps requiree fewer yet faster AGVss, and
ffacilitate moree capable AGV
Vs with minim
mal modificatiions to
ccurrent controollers that wouuld allow navigation througgh less
sstructured envvironments.
Two obsstacle avoidaance control algorithms were
ddesigned and tested on the NIST AGV. One includess using
m
many pre-com
mputed paths for the AGV
V to select frrom to
aavoid an obsttacle dependinng upon wheen the obstaclle was
ddetected. The second algoriithm uses a b--spline functioon and
hhigher-level program
p
with facility sensoor information about
tthe obstacle pposition. The second algoriithm provides much
m
more control flexibility too avoid moree than one obbstacle
w
while planningg complex patths. Both algorithms couldd allow
aadjacent traffic information to minimize risk
r of AGV too AGV
ccollisions or bottlenecks in AGV traaffic. Perforrmance
m
measurement of the B-splinne controlled AGV indicateed that
tthe largest deeviations of tthe AGV froom the comm
manded
w
waypoints occcurred at the tturns. Waypooint access tolerance
aat the turns could, howeever, be set at a minimuum for
iimproved navvigation perfoormance betw
ween narrow ffacility
ppassages.
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